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Jetblue ipo valuation case study solution

@Help $@You With@ ^Your #Project!# this case from JetBlue. Multiple P/E and multiple EBIT can be used as benchmarks to estimate JetBlue's share price. P/E Multiple: In exhibition 3. net income in 2001 is equivalent to $38. 537. 000. So the share price is $38. 537. 000*29. 12/40. 600. 000=$27. 6 Multiple EBIT: Business valuation =
profits * EBIT multiple=38. 537. 000*20. 71=798. 101. 270 So share price= business valuation/ shares=$20 A . . . Step 10 – Exmine JetBlue Airways' IPO valuation case study solution critically. After refreshing your mind. read the case study solution critically. When we are writing case study solution we often have details on our screen as
well as in our head. This leads to missing details or poor sentence structures. Once refreshed go through the . . . Jetblue airways IPO valuation case solution. PRICE OF THE IPO BASED ON MULTIPLES OF JETBLUE. Moreover. the share price has also been calculated based on the company's PE ratio and multiple EBIT. New shares of
around 5500000. which will be issued after the incorporation of the IPO in the shares outstanding in order . . . Jetblue Airways Ipo Process Financial Analysis is the stability assessment. viability, as well as the profitability of a sub-investment. business or project. It is the process widely used to identify the financial weaknesses and
strengths of corporations. this can be done by building the relationship between the profit and loss account items and the balance sheet. It can be used . . . JetBlue Airways IPO valuation case solution. Introduction. The airline was founded in July 1999 by David Neeleman to provide airline services to people and to bring humanity back to
air travel. The company is based on Long Island. New York. The airline serves mainly destinations in the United States. along with flights in . . . In this case it is said that the company. that is, Southwest Airlines is said to be reflected by JetBlue. JetBlue Airways (IPO process) Case solution To derive the cost of net worth. it is advisable to
calculate this through the equity asset pricing model (CAPM) that incorporates all systematic and financial risks. In this case. risk . . . Analysis and solution of the case study. and JetBlue Airways IPO Valuation case answers should be written down in the JetBlue Airways IPO Valuation case memo and JetBlue Airways Valuation case
memo. clearly identify which part shows what. JetBlue Airways' IPO valuation case must be in professional format. presenting points clearly that are well understood by the reader. Valuation of the JetBlue Airways 1 IPO. JetBlue Airways IPO Rating Ashfaque Sean Lin Congyi Liu 2. Questions of the case 2 Questions of the case What are
the advantages and disadvantages of being made public? What different approaches can be used to rate JetBlue's actions? At what price would you be that JetBlue offer its shares? 3.Multiple EBIT – Leading $40. 37 Table 5. 1 — Share prices for the JetBlue IPO using the different techniques It should be noted that the jetblue will open
the share price. this is the stock price at the end of the first day of trading. was $50. 30 showing that the IPO was highly undervalued. The price came in September 2003 just above $90. 00. Current JetBlue trading . . . .Professional# ! Writing $^Services# airways ipo valuation case solution TERMINAL VALUE METHOD to DETERMINE
terminal value of the IPO is a very important concept in the valuation of companies. because it constitutes about 60% to 80% of the total business value of the company. Harvard Business Case Studies Solutions — Assignment Help JetBlue Airways IPO Valuation is a Harvard Business (HBR) case study on Finance and Accounting. Fern
Fort University provides help for HBR case allocation for only $11. Our case solution is based on experience case study method and... Jetblue Arways Ipo Process Financial Analysis is the stability assessment. viability, as well as the profitability of a sub-investment. business or project. It is the process widely used to identify the financial
weaknesses and strengths of corporations. this can be done by building the relationship between the profit and loss account items and the balance sheet. It can be used . . . The case solution first identifies the central question in jetBlue Airways' IPO valuation case study. relevant stakeholders affected by this issue. This is known as the
problem identification stage. After that. relevant tools and models are used. that help ... JetBlue Airways IPO valuation case help. Case Study Solution and Analysis and U.S. drops the case for Chinese-Canadian Knight robotics trading tricks 4 Hours back BOSTON. October 27 - U.S. prosecutors on Friday cut costs against a dualjetBlue
Airways IPO valuation Based on analysis of the company's comparison multiples and discounted cash flows. we concluded that the JetBlue Airways I. P. O. should have a share price within the range of $27 to $29. This range is below the price per share of all major estimates of multiples and is below the DCF estimate. JetBlue Airways
(IPO process) IPO case solution process and its implications. JetBlue is under consideration for issuing Initial Public Offerings (IPO), therefore it is under consideration to evaluate the IPO process and get the best out of its offers. What is an IPO and why is it so big? Applied Quantity Price (No Reviews Yet) Write a de revisió: #UV2512
Pes: 1.00 LBS Autor: Michael J. Schill Autor: Garth Monroe Autor: Cheng Cui Best Seller: FALSE Classic: FALSE Copyright Perm Flag: TRUE Educator Message Flag: TRUE Exclusive: FALSE Industry: Transport Pages: 19 Primary Category: Case Publish Date: August 20, 20, Range of publication dates: Over 24 months Related topics:
Rating Source: Darden School of Business Special Value: FALSE Subcategory: Finance &amp;& Accounting Subject: Finance &amp;&amp; Accounting SubjectList: Valuation Format Type Filter: Hardcover /Hardcover (B&amp;amp; W) Format Type Filter: PDF Item: #UV2512 Industry: Transport Pages: 19 Publication date: August 20,
2003 Publication date: August 20, 2003 Industry: TransportAtion Source: Darden School of Business This case examines JetBlue's April 2002 decision to price jetBlue's initial public offering of shares during one of the worst periods in airline history. The case describes JetBlue's innovative strategy and the strong financial performance
associated with it during its initial two years. Students are invited to value the stock and take a position on whether the current $22-$24 per stock filing range is appropriate. The case is designed to show corporate valuation through discounted and multiple cash flows from the equal companies market. The epilogue details the 67% first-day
increase in JetBlue shares since the offer price of $27. With this backdrop, students are exposed to one of the well-known financial anomalies -- the IPO pricing phenomenon -- and are invited to critically discuss several proposed explanations. Related topics: Promo Newsletter summaries and excerpts from the latest books, special offers,
and more from Harvard Business Review Press. In this即续 sense⼼seas专⼼权专属利, has 台⻚ 个 of the year 2015台 was one of the first ⼼ in the team录s history to be made in the world of the use of cookies to improve馈 退⼼ 消息 收藏 意 functionality and performance, and provide relevant advertising. If you continue browsing, you
accept the use of cookies on this website. See our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, and to provide you with relevant advertising. If you continue browsing, you accept the use of cookies on this website. See our Privacy Policy and User Agreement for more information.
QUESTION 1ADVANTAGES &amp;& amp; DISADVANTAGES OF JETBLUE GOING PUBLICThe advantages and disadvantages for jetblue made public are listed below:ADVANTAGESThe cost of the company's capital is reduced when a company becomes public. The reason and logic behind this is that the company's potential
investors are willing to pay a higher price for the company, which could be sold by investors in the future if they want to. Equity is injected into the company's capital structure and this is seen as a positive sign of the company's current debt holders. The proportion of debt to equity is also reduced. When you have a large share of equity,
you can ask your lenders to increase large amounts of debt that lenders would be willing to do until the debt to the capital ratio is not significant. If you look at the IPO from one of a perspective, then the company's management would have a large amount of cash that could be used efficiently by Air Blue management to invest in the
company's asset base and increase its competitiveness. The company could also focus on its hiring practices, improve its marketing efforts and further fund it in product research, etc. DISADVANTAGESThe first disadvantage related to becoming public is the cost. If a company wants to raise a small portion of the capital in its capital
structure, it might have to pay a higher cost, as the underwriter will charge the same fee as a percentage on the amount that rises and still make a profit. When making the shares public, the company will also be exposed to losing control unless the company's owner has maintained a significant portion of the company's stock. If this is not
the case, then outside investors could buy large block of shares and get significant voting rights. Disclosure of information is also another problem. As the company's annual reports and accounting information will need to be published on the SEC's website, therefore, the company's competitors will need to visit the website to access
company information. The company must hire additional expert personnel to meet the legal requirements of the company. Management will also need to understand that they should serve the public now and not themselves. Managers are therefore encouraged to commit to increasing shareholder wealth and the compensation paid to
managers is also tied to these measures. QUESTION 2VALUATION OF JETBLUE OFFER PRICEWACC (Appropriate Discount Factor)In order to find out the offer price based on a discounted free cash flow method, you need to calculate a suitable discount rate. The discount rate will be used to discount the company's free cash flows to
find the company's value and resulting offer price for the company. The cost of the debt used in the cost of the capital formula is taken as the maturity yield of Southwest Airlines' obligations given in Exhibit 6. The tax rate is 31%. Based on this, the after-tax cost of debt is around 5.11%. The cost of the preferred shares has also been
calculated by taking the total dividends paid in preferred shares given in Exhibit 2, dividing it by the total amount of convertible preferred shares given in Exhibit 2. This gives us a preferential stock cost of around 8.06%. The cost of equity has been calculated using the price model of capital assets. Beta is given. Depending on the return on
market risk and the risk-free rate of 10% and 5%, cost of equity is 10.50%. This is the type of return required by the company's shareholders. The weighting of debt, equity and preferred securities has been calculated and the weighting weighting has been weighted capital cost of the company stands at 8.90%. This is the discount rate
used in the analysis of discounted cash flows to calculate the business value of the company. TERMINAL VALUE and PRICE IPOThe free cash flows from the period of time from 2002 to 2010 have been estimated based on certain assumptions. The operating profit margin used to calculate net operating profit after tax is 17.1%. The
company's sales have increased the inflation rate by 4%. It has been assumed that all prices are increasing by this rate of inflation. The tax rate used is 31% as given in exposure 5. Finally, it has been assumed that the terminal growth rate is the growth rate of AirTran's gross equipment. Based on these assumptions, using estimated
profits for the period of time from 2002 to 2010, free cash flows have been calculated for the company. The terminal value for 2011 has also been calculated on the constant growth rate assumed in perpetuity. It has been assumed that the company's cash flows would grow at a steady rate of 7%. The terminal value for future business
value has been calculated to be around $9883 million. The company's business value has been found by taking the sum of the current value of free cash flows from 2002 to 2010 and the terminal value of the foreseeable future in 2011. The total value of the company stands at $3.567 billion. Adjusting the current outstanding shares of the
shares issued after being made public, the company's total outstanding shares is 46.07 million. Therefore, per share, the offer price for the new share issue should be $66.29 per share. This price is too high of the current estimates of the company. The calculations are shown in the appendix attached to the valuation case solution
end.jetblue airways ipo VALORTERMINAL METHOD FOR DETERMINING the iPOTerminal value is a very important concept in the valuation of companies, since it constitutes about 60% to 80% of the total business value of the company. The terminal value calculated in this case is also important for calculating the price of the company's
offer. However, the assumptions used in the terminal value formula, with regard to the growth rate, might not be true in the future, however, the best possible estimates have been used to calculate the future value of the business after the company is made public. Therefore, the terminal value method that relies exclusively on the free
cash flows generated by the business in the future is a good method to estimate the future offer price for the IPO. QUESTION 3COMPARABLE MULTIPLE APPROACHESDUSTRY MEDIUM MULTIPLE AND PRICE IPO The valuation of the company according to the approach is carried out on the basis of the values of the companies
operating on the market and estimating the value of the company compared to Values. The market values of companies become standardized securities in relation to few key statistical measures that give us the estimated value of the company. The calculations have been performed in the spreadsheet. The multiple average for P/E is
about 12.4 times and its average is 14 times. On the other hand, the average multiple EBIT for the airline industry feels around 3.2 and its average is 9.2 times in 2001. However, for the final period the figures have also been calculated. The same multiples have also been calculated by JetBlue. Analyses show that multiples of the EBIT
and PE ratio for JetBlue are poor compared to the industry's multiple means and means, therefore setting a high IPO price is not recommended. The IPO price should be set by the company in the range of $25 per share at $30 per share. Jetblue airways IPO valuation SolutionIPO MULTI-PRICED study case of JETBLUEA plus, the stock
price has also been calculated based on the company's PE ratio and multiple EBIT. The new shares of about 55,00000, which were issued after the IPO was incorporated into the outstanding shares to calculate the recommended price to be set before the company is made public. The offer price under the multiple PE method is estimated
to be $23.07 per share and based on multiple EBIT the offer price is $29.31 per share. Therefore, the recommended price that the company must set before the IPO takes place should be set in the range of $25 per share and $31 per share. QUESTION 4RECOMMENDED PRICE FOR IPOAs represented by the case study, there has
been a great failure faced by all new entrants in the airline sector. This can be seen by 87 new airline failures over the past 20 years. Therefore, based on this statistic, the company's strategy to become public is very risky. Morgan Stanley claimed the deal was overtaken by investors and also felt that the conclusion that demand exceeded
supply was exaggerated. Therefore, based on multiple comparison analysis, the average values of multiples of Air Blue's closest competitors and calculated value by discounted cash flow analysis, the most recommended price for the new IPO should be in the range of $25 to $30 per share. In order to recommend a one-time price, the
company must set an IPO price of $25 per share based on the analysis conducted, which have calculated the share price of around $25 to $30 per share, except for the discounted cash flow method that gives a more optimistic offer price for the new IPO. QUESTION 5ADVANTAGES &amp;& amp; DISADVANTAGES OF OFFERING AN
IPO PRICE BELOW THE EXPECTED FOR NEW SHARESThe company will have clear advantages if the company is made public with an offer price of $25 per share. This price has been estimated based on one of a methods that is the best price of the IPO looking at the scenario of the airline industry and the performance of the
company. The company would increase the company's assets and debt could easily be paid off by the company. Company lenders will be happy to lend large amounts of debt in the future when the company becomes public. Other than that, the company will have all the relative advantages of going public. On the other hand, the first and
the main disadvantage because the company is made public at this price is that the burden of subscription fees could be significant for the company and the cost of the IPO could be high for the company. In addition, other risks are that a large number of the company's potential shareholders could buy large blocks for company shares and
management could lose control of Air Blue's operations until the company's owner owns a large portion of the company's wealth. This case is the April 2002 decision of JetBlue's management of IPO price for JetBlue is one of the worst periods in the airline's history. Case describes an innovative strategy and JetBlue's strong financial
results corresponding during its first two years. Students are encouraged to rate the stock and take the position that the current $22-$24 per share present the right range. The case is designed to show corporate valuation through discounted cash flows and market several expert companies. The epilogue details 67% first-day increase in
JetBlue's $27 offer price. With this training, students are exposed to one of the known anomalies Finance – IPO price phenomenon. - And they are encouraged to critically discuss the various hide explanations of Michael J. Schill, Garth Monroe, Cheng Tsui Source: Darden School of Business 20 pages. Published in: 20 August 2003.
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